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For more information about your Icon system, click here. 

 

What’s New 

 

 Support for the automation command line interface is available in this release.  Access the documentation 
from your Icon software package (https://<icon_ip_address>/docs/clish) for more information about using the 
CLI.   

 Disabling SSH no longer results in the phone being unable to start or displaying the message “The phone is 
connected to an unsupported system.”  (PKS-7215) 

 

Known Issues 

Following are known issues and their workarounds, if available. Numbers in parentheses are for internal tracking. 

 Adding a call from Internet Explorer v11 may result in a delayed response.  Workaround:  Use another 
supported browser.  (PKS-7084) 

 Disabling CEC may fail.  (PKS-7027) 

 Some secondary displays may be unable to go to sleep mode.  (PKS-6190) 

 Changing Video Call Output in the web interface fails if a call is in progress.  The setting for Voice Call 
Output controls the active speaker for both video calls and voice calls.  Workaround:  Change the value 
prior to a call starting or use the value set for Voice Call Output for video also.  (PKS-7156) 

 Incorrect video resolution may occur for some displays with Icon 800. Workaround: Unplug the HDMI cable 
and plug it back. (PKS-7108) 

 Values for Remote IP and Protocol fields in the CDR logs for recording may be incorrect.  (PKS-5389) 

 Presentations are not supported in SIP calls that use UDP and are placed through Lifesize UVC ClearSea. 
Workaround: Use TCP for SIP calls that are placed through Lifesize UVC ClearSea. (PKS-5687) 

 HDMI audio might not function appropriately after a Lifesize Icon restarts or awakens. Workaround: Unplug 
the HDMI cable from the Icon and plug it back in. (PKS-5646) 

 Input selectors from the web interface for Icon 800 are not available. Workaround:  Select inputs from the 
main UI. (PKS-7173) 

https://manage.lifesizecloud.com/en_US/icon-help/icon_lets-get-started.html
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 Locking the camera position from the web interface for Icon 800 may not take effect.  (PKS-7172) 

 Refreshing the license page from the main screen may not correctly update values in the web interface.  
Workaround:  Click Refresh on the web interface to show the latest data.  (PKS-7117) 

 Lifesize Icon 800 only recognizes Lifesize Cameras as the primary input.  If you are using a Visca camera as 
the primary input (DVI 1), the system is unable to recognize it.     (PKS-7343)   

 Switching between video inputs in configurations with two DVI inputs connected on Icon 800 results in 
unpredictable video behavior.  Workaround:  Reboot the system to correct the problem.   (PKS-7134) 

 

 

Interoperability 

This release supports the following products. 

Browser support Windows 7 
     Internet Explorer 11, 10 
     Firefox 29, 28, 27 
     Chrome 34, 33, 32 
Mac OSX 10.9 (Mavericks) 
     Chrome 34, 33, 32 
     Firefox 29, 28, 27 
     Safari 7.0.3 

USB serial port 
adapters 

AirLink101 AC-USBS 
Belkin 
Codi 
Keyspan USA-19HS 

Cisco/Tandberg 
 

Cisco SX20: V8.2 
Tandberg C Series: TC 4.2.3 

Polycom HDX Series: 3.0.4 
Group 300: 4.0.2 
Group 500: 4.0.2 

Radvision XT5000: 03.00.00115 V3_0_115B 

 

  


